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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

)LAURA M. WALDRON,
)

Petitioner, )
)
) Case No. 02-4048vs.
)
)WACKENHUT CORRECTIONS

CORPORATION, )
)
)Respondent.
)

RECOMMENDED ORDER OF DISMISSAL

This cause came before T. Kent Wetherell, II, the

designated administrative law judge of the Division of

Administrative Hearings, on Respondent's Motion to Dismiss the

Petition for Relief on the ground. that it was not timely filed.

Petitioner filed a response to the motion on March 21, 2003, and

the parties were afforded an opportunity to present argument on

the motion at a telephonic hearing held on March 21, 2003.

APPEARANCES

For Petitioner: Joseph P. Hoffman, Esquire
1415 Dean Street, Suite 110
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

Gordon R. Leech, Esquire
Wiederhold, Moses & Rubin
Brandywine Center II, Suite 240
560 Village Boulevard
West Palm Beach, Florida

For Respondent:

33409



STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The issue is whether the Petition for Relief should be

dismissed as untimely because it was received by the Florida

Commission on Human Relations (Commission) more than 35 days

after the date of the Commission's "no cause" determination.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

This formal administrative proceeding was initiated on

October 16, 2002, when the Commission received from Petitioner a

Petition for Relief (Petition) which alleged violations of the

Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 by Respondent. On October 18,

2002, the Commission referred the Petition to the Division of

Administrative Hearings (Division) for the assignment of an

administrative law judge to conduct a hearing on the Petition in

accordance with Section 120.57, Florida Statutes. The referral

included the Petition, the charge of discrimination filed by

and the Commission's "no cause"Petitioner in October 1999,

determination and notice of that determination sent to

Petitioner on August 27, 2002.

The final hearing was originally scheduled for December 20,

2002, but was twice continued at the request of the parties.

The hearing was convened on February 21, 2003, by video

teleconference between sites in Ft. Myers and Tallahassee,

However, prior to the taking of any testimony or theFlorida.

receipt of any evidence, the hearing was continued upon
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Petitioner did not oppose the continuance,Respondent's motion.

and the hearing was rescheduled for April 1-3, 2003, in

Clewiston, Florida.

At the February 21, 2003, hearing, counsel for Respondent

stated that he intended to file a motion to dismiss the Petition

because it was not timely filed. Based upon that statement, the

undersigned issued an Order on February 26, 2003, which

established deadlines for the filing of Respondent's motion and

Petitioner's response in order to facilitate the consideration

of this potentially dispositive issue in advance of the

rescheduled final hearing.

2003, 1 Respondent filed a Motion to Dismiss theOn March 11,

Petition for Relief for Untimeliness and Incorporated Memorandum

Petitioner filed a response to the motion on March 21,of Law.

The parties were given an opportunity to present argument2003.

on the motion at a telephonic hearing held on March 21, 2003.

After consideration of the parties' written submittals and oral

arguments, an Order was issued on March 26, 2003, informing the

parties that the motion to dismiss was granted, that the final

hearing was cancelled, and that this Recommended Order of

Dismissal would be issued in conformance with Section

120.57(l) (k), Florida Statutes.
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FINDINGS OF FACT

The following facts, which are assumed to be true for

A

purposes of considering Respondent's motion to dismiss, are

contained in the Petition and the related documents referred by

the Commission to the Division:

On or about October 1, 1999, Petitioner filed a charge1 .

of discrimination with the Commission.

The charge alleged that during the course of her2.

employment with Respondent , Petitioner was "subject to a

racially and sexually hostile work environment" and that she was

"subject to disparate treatment in terms of scheduling, job

assignments, work conditions, promotions and disciplinary

actions." The charge further alleged retaliation by Respondent

as a result of Petitioner's complaints regarding the

discriminatory treatment.

The Commission staff investigated the charge, and based3.

upon that investigation, the Executive Director of the

Commission issued a "no cause" determination on August 27, 2002.

On that same date, notice of the determination was sent to

Petitioner by U.S. Mail.

The notice stated in relevant part:4.

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION: NO CAUSE

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that a Determination has
been made in the above-referenced complaint
that there is no reasonable cause to believe

4



that an unlawful employment practice has

occurred.
attached.
administrative hearing by filing a PETITION
FOR RELIEF within 35 days of the date of
this NOTICE OF DETERMINATION:

A copy of the Determination is
[Petitioner] may request an

NO CAUSE.

*

If [Petitioner] fails to request an
administrative hearing within 35 days of the

date of this notice, the administrative
claim under the Florida Civil Rights Act of
1992, Chapter 760, will be dismissed
pursuant to Section 760.11, Florida Statutes
(1992).

(Emphasis supplied).

Included with the notice was a blank Petition for5.

Relief form, which Petitioner completed and sent to the

Commission.

6. The Petition, like the charge of discrimination,

alleges that Petitioner "was subject to a racially and sexually

hostile work environment."

The Commission received the Petition on October 16,7.

as shown by the date-stamp on the Petition.2002,

There are no allegations in the Petition which explain8.

the delay between the Commission's determination and the filing

However, at the telephonic hearing on theof the Petition.

motion to dismiss, counsel for Petitioner stated that the late

filing of the Petition resulted from Petitioner's mistaken

5



assumption that weekends and holidays were not to be included

when calculating the 35-day deadline for filing the Petition.

There is nothing to suggest that either the Commission9.

or Respondent contributed in any way to Petitioner's mistaken

assumption regarding the calculation of the 35-day deadline.

Petitioner was apparently not represented by counsel10 .

at the time she filed the Petition.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Division of Administrative Hearings has11.

jurisdiction over the subject matter of and parties to this

proceeding pursuant to Sections 120.569, 120.57(1), and

(All references to Sections are to760.11(7), Florida Statutes.

the 2002 edition of the Florida Statutes. All references to

Rules are to the current version of the Florida Administrative

Code.)

Section 760.11(7) provides in pertinent part:12.

If the commission determines that there is
not reasonable cause to believe that a
violation of the Florida Civil Rights Act of
1992 has occurred, the commission shall
dismiss the complaint. The aggrieved person
may request an administrative hearing under
ss. 120.569 and 120.57, but any such request
must be made within 35 days of the date of
determination of reasonable cause and any
such hearing shall be heard by an
administrative law judge and not by the
commission or a commissioner. If the
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aggrieved person does not request an
administrative hearing within the 35 days,

the claim will be barred

(Emphasis supplied).

The Commission recently construed this statutory13.

language in Ambroise v. O'Donnell's Corp., FCHR Order No. 02-100

(Jan. 2, 2003) (Remand Order in DOAH Case No. 02-2762).3 In that

Order, the Commission construed the term "made" to mean "filed"

and construed the phrase "date of determination" to mean five

days after the date that the Commission mails notice of its

determination to Petitioner. Id. at 2.

14. Thus, the Commission apparently considers a request

for hearing to be timely if it is filed within 40 days after the

date the Commission mails its determination to Petitioner. The

date that Petitioner receives the determination is irrelevant

under the analysis in Ambroise and, on that point, the

Commission's analysis is consistent with the language of

Section 760.11(7) which makes no reference to "receipt" of the

determination by the Petitioner.4 Indeed, had the Legislature

intended the 35-day period in Section 760.11(7) to commence upon

the Petitioner's receipt of the determination it presumably

would have said so as it did in Section 760.35(3)(a)2., for

example.

The Commission has a procedural rule which defines15.

filing to mean received by the Clerk of the Commission or, if

7



the document is received by the Commission by mail, then filing

See Rule 60Y-4.004(1). However,is the date of the postmark.

that rule has been legally ineffective since at least 1998

because it is in direct conflict with Rule 28-106.104(1), which

is part of the Uniform Rules of Procedure adopted pursuant to

See Dept, of Corrections v. Saulter,Section 120.54(5). 742 So.

2d 368, 369-70 (Fla. 1st DCA 1999) (characterizing the effect of

Section 120.54(5)(a) as a "legislative repeal" of agency

procedural rules in conflict with the Uniform Rules); Gaston v.

Dept, of Revenue, 742 So. 2d 517, 521-22 (Fla. 1st DCA 1999)

(holding that the Uniform Rules became binding on all agencies

on April 1, 1997, and not a later date when the agency gave

notice that it was following the Uniform Rules). And cf.

Crawford v. Dept, of Children & Families, 785 So. 2d 505 (Fla.

3d DCA) (certifying conflict with Saulter, but only on the issue

of whether an agency's procedural rule is superceded even if the

Uniform Rules do not directly address the substance of the

agency rule), rev, dismissed, 761 So. 2d 328 (Fla. 2000);

Ambroise v. O'Donnell's Corp., DOAH Case Mo. 02-2672, at 8-11

(Sept. 5, 2002), remanded on other grounds, FCHR Order No. 02-

100 (Jan. 2, 2003).

Accordingly, Rule 28-106.104(1), not the Commission's16.

procedural rule, must be used to determine the filing date of

Rule 28-106.104(1) provides that a document isthe Petition.
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filed when it is received by the agency clerk. The date-stamp
on the face of the Petition in this case indicates that it was

received by the Clerk of the Commission on October 16, 2002, and

therefore, the Petition is considered to be "filed" on that

date.

It is unnecessary to consider the reasonableness of17.

the Commission's interpretation of the phrase "date of

determination" in Ambroise or the consistency of that

interpretation with the language of the notice sent to

Petitioner in this case (or the language of Section 760.11(7)),5

because even if the "date of determination" is construed to be

five days after the date the Commission's determination is

mailed to the Petitioner (rather than the actual date of the

determination), the Petition in this case was untimely.

Stated another way, whether the "date of18.

determination" is considered to be August 27, 2002 (which is the

actual date on the Commission's determination letter) or five

days thereafter (as required by Ambroise), the Petition was

untimely since it was received by the Commission 50 days after

August 27, 2002, and 45 days after the date mandated by

Ambroise.6 Accordingly, Petitioner's claim is untimely and must

be dismissed. See Section 760.11(7) ("claim will be barred" if

not timely filed). See also Section 120.569(2)(c) (petition

"shall be dismissed if . . . it has been untimely filed" and

9



where, as here, the defect cannot be cured the dismissal is with

prejudice).

Despite the mandatory nature of the language in19.

Section 760.11(7), the Commission has consistently held that the

untimely filing of the Petition is not a jurisdictional defect.

See, e,g., Ambroise, FCHR Order No. 02-100, at 2-3. Instead,

untimely filing is more akin to a statute of limitations which

is subject to waiver and/or tolling in appropriate

circumstances. The untimely filing has not been waived in this

case,7 and there is no equitable basis to toll the filing period.

The doctrine of excusable neglect no longer saves an20 .

untimely request for hearing, see Cann v. Dept^ of Children &

Family Servs., 813 So. 2d 237, 238 (Fla. 2d DCA 2002), and, in

Petitioner has not alleged facts which implicate thatany event,

doctrine. Petitioner's mistaken assumption regarding the

computation of the 35-day period (see Finding of Fact 8), even

if true, would not constitute excusable neglect.

Nor has Petitioner alleged any facts that might21.

implicate the doctrine of equitable tolling. See generally

Machules v. Dept, of Administration, 523 So. 2d 1132, 1134 (Fla.

1988). And cf. Hernandez v. Transpo Electronics, Inc., DOAH

Case No. 99-3576, at 15-20 (June 6, 2000) (concluding that the

doctrine of equitable tolling is not implicated where the action

or inaction of the Commission, not Respondent, was what

10



prevented Petitioner from timely asserting his or her rights),

remanded on other grounds FCHR Order No. 01-55 {Dec. 4, 2001),

remand refused, DOAH Case No. 99-3576 (Jan. 24, 2003).

Indeed, the circumstances of this case are aptly22.

summarized by the following passage from Environmental Resource

Associates of Florida, Inc, v. Department of General Services,

624 So. 2d 330 {Fla. 1st DCA 1993):

There is nothing extraordinary in the
failure to timely file in this case. Quite
to the contrary, the problem in this case is
the too ordinary occurrence of a [party]
failing to meet a filing deadline.

Id. at 331.

Petitioner concedes in her response to the motion to23.

dismiss that che Petition was not timely filed, but she contends

that the untimely filing should be excused based upon tne

"sentiments" in Cisko v. Phoenix Medical Products, Inc., 797 So.

2d 11 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2001), that the Florida Civil Rights Act of

1992 (Act) must be liberally construed to achieve its purposes.

The Commission has recently cited Green v. Burger King Corp.,

728 So. 2d 369 (Fla. 3d DCA 1999), for the same proposition.

See Ambroise, FCHR Order No. 02-100, at 3. See also Joshua v.

City of Gainesville, 768 So. 2d 432, 435 (Fla. 2000) (stating

that the Act "requires a liberal construction to preserve and

promote access to the remedy intended by the Legislature").

11



Cisko and Green are both distinguishable from the24.

facts of this case.

The issue in Cisko was whether a letter from the25.

federal Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (EEOC) stating

that it was "unable to conclude that the information obtained

establishes violations of the statutes" was equivalent to a "no

cause" determination by the Commission for purposes of

Section 760.11. The court, relying in part on the need to

liberally construe the Act to achieve its purposes, held that

determination by thethe EEOC letter was not a "no cause"

Commission which would require the plaintiff to proceed to an

administrative hearing pursuant to Section 760.11(7) instead of

filing an action in circuit court pursuant to Section 760.11(8).

See Cisko, 797 So. 2d at 13-14.6 The issue decided in Cisko is

not implicated in this case because it is undisputed that the

Commission issued a "no cause" determination on August 27, 2002,

which triggered the 35-day period in Section 760.11(7).

The issue in Green was whether a civil action must be26.

dismissed because the plaintiff's original charge of

discrimination, although timely filed with the Commission, was

not verified as Section 760.11(1) requires. See Green, 728 So.

The court, citing the need to liberally construe the2d at 370.

Act to achieve its purposes, held that because the defect in the

charge was promptly cured by the plaintiff's subsequent filing

12



of an amended and verified charge of discrimination, the amended

charge would relate back to the date of filing of the original

charge. In contrast to the easily-curable defectId. at 372.

at issue in Green, the defect in this case -- untimely filing --
cannot be cured no matter how liberal of a reading Section

760.11(7) is given.

Not only are Cisko and Green factually distinguishable27.

from this case, but the "sentiments" underlying those decisions

do not support an expansion of the finite period established by

the Legislature in Section 760.11(7). Indeed, by construing the

phrase "date of determination" in Section 760.11(7) to mean five

days after the Commission mails its determination, the

Commission has already given the Act a liberal reading and, in

so doing, it has effectively rewritten the 35-day period in the

statute to be a 40-day period. Any further expansion of the

period in Section 760.11(7) -- in the name of achieving the

Act's remedial purpose or otherwise -- would effectively read

out of the statute the language that states that a "claim will

be barred" if the Petition is not timely filed.

The 35-day period in Section 760.11(7) is already28.

longer than the 21-day period provided in the Uniform Rules of

Procedure (see Rule 28-106.111(2)), and it should not be further

expanded or manipulated. Cf. Lewis v. Conners Steel Co., 673

13



F. 2d 1240, 1242 (11th Cir. 1982) (rejecting a construction of

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which would subject a

time limit in that statute to "manipulatable open ended time

extension[s]" that would "render the statutory time limitation

meaningless").

While the result reached in this case29. I.e.,

dismissal of the Petition because it was filed ten days late, or

15 days late if the actual date of the determination is used --
may appear to be harsh (at least to Petitioner), it is mandated

by Section 760.11(7) and is certainly not unprecedented. See,

e.g., Garland v. Dept , of State, DOAH Case No. 00-1797 (July 24,

2000) (dismissing petition for relief filed 14 days afcer

statutory deadline, and citing other cases in which petitions

were dismissed in similar circumstances), adopted in toto, FCHR

Order No. 01-001 (Feb. 8, 2001). And cf. Cann, 813 So. 2d at

239 (affirming dismissal of petition for administrative hearing

that was one day late); Vantage Health Care Corp. v. Agency for

Health Care Admin., 687 So. 2d 306, 307 (Fla. 1st DCA 1997)

(same); Environmental Resource Associates, 624 So. 2d at 331

(affirming dismissal of petition for administrative hearing that

was four days late).

In sum, even under the Commission's liberal30.

interpretation of Section 760.11(7) set forth in Ambroise, the

14



Petition in this case was untimely. Therefore, Petitioner's

claims are "barred" and the Petition must be dismissed.

RECOMMENDATION

Based upon the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions

of law, it is

RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations

issue a final order dismissing the Petition for Relief with

prejudice.

DONE AND ENTERED this day of April, 2003, in

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

KENT WETHERELL, II
Administrative Law Judge
Division of Administrative Hearings
The DeSoto Building
1230 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida
(850) 488-9675
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847
www.doah.state.f1.us

T

32399-3060
SUNCOM 278-9675

Filed with the Clerk of the
Division of Administrative Hearings
this / day of April, 2003.

ENDNOTES

1/ The copy of the motion filed with the Division includes a
date-stamp showing that the motion was filed with the Commission
on March 6, 2003, at 5:38 p.m. Apparently, Respondent sent the
motion to the Commission by mistake and it was forwarded by the
Commission to the Division where it was received and filed on
March 11, 2003.

2 / See St. Francis Lodge of Tampa Bay v. Dept , of Health &
Rehab. Servs., 486 So. 2d 32, 33 (Fla. 1st DCA 1986).
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3/ The Remand Order is presently on appeal at the Fifth
District Court of Appeal. See Notice of Appeal filed in DOAH
Case No. 02-2672 (Jan. 31, 2003).

4/ This portion of the Commission's analysis is not
inconsistent with the Uniform Rules of Procedure adopted
pursuant to Section 120.54(5). Specifically, Rule 28-106.111(2)
provides that the period for requesting an administrative
hearing commences upon the Petitioner's actual receipt of notice
of the agency's decision, "[ulnless otherwise provided by law."
Section 760.11(7) is a law and it provides otherwise because
that statute does not refer to "receipt" and has not been, and
could not reasonably be construed by the Commission to require
actual receipt of the Commission's determination as the
triggering event for requesting a hearing.

5/ It is also unnecessary to consider Respondent's argument
that Petitioner is not entitled to the benefit of the additional
five days allowed in Ambroise (or the post-mark provisions of
the now-ineffective Rule 60Y-4.004(1)) because she sent her
Petition to the Commission by overnight courier rather than U.S.
Mail. However, Respondent's argument on uhis point appears to
misconstrue the Commission's application or, more accurately,;
the Commission's misapplication of the "mail rule" in Ambroise.
Under the Commission's analysis.

, .a, Petitioner does not get the
benefit of the additional five days because she sends her
Petition to the Commission by U.S. Mail, but rather she gets the
additional five days because the Commission sent its
determination to her by U.S. Mail. See Ambroise, Order No. 02-
100, at 2. That said, it must be pointed out that the
Commission's application of the "mail rule" in that manner
renders the last sentence of Rule 28-106.103 a nullity, because
that sentence expressly states that "[n]o additional time shall
be added . . . when the period of time begins pursuant to a type
of notice described in Rule 28-106.111.” The Commission's
notice of determination would qualify as such a notice since it
informs the Petitioner of the Commission's decision and advises
the Petitioner of her right to request an administrative
hearing. Accordingly, the Commission should reconsider that
portion of Ambroise which relies upon Rule 28-106.103 to expand
the period for requesting an Administrative Hearing.

6/ The Petition would be timely if, as Petitioner apparently
believed (see Finding of Fact 8), the period in Section
760.11(7) was 35 working days, rather than 35 calendar days.
However, the Commission has never construed the time periods in

16



Section 760.11 in that manner, nor is the statute reasonably
susceptible to such an interpretation. Indeed, even the
Commission's now-ineffective procedural rules specified that
"[a]11 time periods are measured by calendar days except where
working days are expressly indicated." See Rule 60Y-4.007(1).
And cf. Rule 28-106.103 (weekends and legal holidays are
excluded from the calculation of a response period only if the
period is less than seven days).

7/ Petitioner has not argued that Respondent waived the issue
by not raising it in an answer to the Petition. See Rule 60Y-
5.008(5)(c). However, that argument would have been rejected
based upon Plaisime v. Marriott Key Largo Resort, DOAH Case No.
02-2183, at 6-10 (Feb. 14, 2003), in which the administrative
law judge concluded that Rule 60Y-5.008(5) is "a nullity"
because it is in conflict with Rule 28-106.203 which is part of
the Uniform Rules of Procedure and which makes answers
permissive rather than mandatory, and imposes no consequences on
the failure to file an answer. Moreover, although Rule 28-
106.204(2) requires motions to dismiss to be filed "no later
than 20 days after the service of the petition on the party,"
the rule does not specify' the .consequences for failure to timely
serve a motion to dismiss. Compare Rule 1.140, Florida Rules of
Civil Procedure (requiring motions to dismiss to be served
within 20 days after service of the complaint and providing that
the failure to raise certain, defenses within such, a motion
constitutes a waiver of the defense). Accordingly, the fact
that Respondent served its motion to dismiss more than 20 days
after receipt of the Petition does not preclude the undersigned
from considering the motion. Furthermore, based upon the record
custodian's certification of the documents attached to
Respondent's motion to dismiss (and the stipulation in
Petitioner's response regarding the dates of the Commission's
determination and the filing of the Petition), the motion could
also be construed as a motion to relinquish jurisdiction under
Section 120.57(1)(i), which is the equivalent to a motion for
summary judgment in cases where the administrative law judge
enters a Recommended Order rather than a Final Order.

8/ The Florida Supreme Court recently reached the same
conclusion in Woodham v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield, 829 So. 2d
891, 897 (Fla. 2002).
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Denise Crawford, Agency Clerk
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560 Village Boulevard
West Palm Beach, Florida 33409

Cecil Howard, General Counsel
Florida Commission on Human Relations
2009 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 100
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

'parties have the right to submit written exceptions within
15 days from the date of this Recommended Order of Dismissal.
Any exceptions to this Recommended Order of Dismissal should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this
case.

- A H -
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

 
 
PERRY HESLEP, 
 
     Petitioner, 
 
vs. 
 
PAYROLL MANAGEMENT, INC., 
 
 Respondent. 
                                

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 

 
 
 
 
 
Case No. 02-4809 

   
RECOMMENDED ORDER 

 Pursuant to notice, this cause came on for Administrative 

Hearing before P. Michael Ruff, duly-designated Administrative 

Law Judge of the Division of Administrative Hearings, in 

Shalimar, Florida, on February 25, 2003.  The appearances were 

as follows:   

APPEARANCES 
 
     For Petitioner:  No appearance 
     
     For Respondent:  Michael William Mead, Jr., Esquire 
    Post Office Box 1329 
    Fort Walton Beach, Florida  32549 

 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

 
     The issues to be resolved in this proceeding concern 

whether the Petitioner, Perry Heslep, has suffered 

discrimination in his employment by being terminated because of 

his age. 



 2

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 This cause arose on May 13, 2002, when the Petitioner filed 

a complaint of employment discrimination with the Florida 

Commission on Human Relations (Commission).  The complaint 

alleged that the Petitioner had been discriminated against by 

the Respondent in violation of Sections 760.01 through 760.11, 

Florida Statutes (2002). 

In essence, the Petitioner has alleged that the Respondent 

committed an unlawful employment practice by terminating him 

allegedly because of his age.  The allegations in the complaint 

were investigated and on November 5, 2002, the Commission issued 

a determination of "cause" to believe that a discriminatory act 

occurred.  The Petitioner then filed a Petition for Relief and 

was granted a formal proceeding and evidentiary hearing.  The 

hearing was held at the Okaloosa County Courthouse Annex in 

Shalimar, Florida, pursuant to notice, before the undersigned 

administrative law judge, on February 25, 2003. 

The cause came on for hearing as noticed.  Upon convening 

the hearing it was determined that the Petitioner had failed to 

appear.  A substantial period of time, in excess of one-half an 

hour elapsed and the Petitioner failed to make any appearance.  

The Petitioner has the burden of proof and a Recommended Order 

of Dismissal could be entered based upon the Petitioner's 

failure to appear without justification, of which there has been 



 3

none filed or communicated to the judge.  Nevertheless, the 

Respondent elected and requested to put on its case-in-chief in 

order to preserve its evidentiary position on the record and to 

advocate dismissal predicated on evidence.  Accordingly, the 

Respondent was permitted to put on its case.  The hearing was 

duly noticed, the notice was transmitted to the Petitioner's 

last known address of record and the Respondent had all its 

witnesses in attendance. 

Upon concluding the taking of evidence, the Respondent 

requested that a transcript of the hearing be made and filed 

with the Division of Administrative Hearings and requested a 

period of 30 days in which to submit a Proposed Recommended 

Order.  Those requests were granted and a Proposed Recommended 

Order by the Respondent was timely filed and has been considered 

in the rendition of this recommended order.1/   

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 1.  The Petitioner, Perry Heslep, was two weeks away from 

his 38th birthday when he was hired by the Respondent, Payroll 

Management, Inc. (PMI) as an investigator.  He was hired on 

January 27, 2001.  When he was removed from his job as 

investigator he was only 39 years of age, less than two years 

older than his age when hired. 

 2.  The duties of an investigator consist of sitting in a 

vehicle and attempting to observe and film individuals who might 
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be defrauding the workers' compensation fund.  Such an 

investigator, as Mr. Heslep, filmed such individuals on video- 

tape so that it can be ascertained whether they truly have 

physical impairments justifying worker's compensation awards. 

 3.  The only physical attributes an investigator must have 

to work for PMI are the ability to drive a car and the ability 

to hold a small, light-weight video camera. 

     4.  A PMI investigator, who is 64 years of age, 25 years 

older than the Petitioner was when he was terminated as an 

investigator, and who had the same duties as Mr. Heslep, plus 

additional duties, had no trouble with the physical requirements 

of being an investigator.  The physical demands on a PMI 

investigator were not such that an individual who was 39 years 

of age would have any trouble fulfilling those duties.  In fact, 

Mr. Heslep had no physical problems related to age which would 

keep him from fulfilling his duties as an investigator for the 

Respondent PMI. 

 5.  When he was removed from his role as an investigator, 

Mr. Heslep was only 39 years of age.  This made him younger than 

the average age of PMI employees.  Today the average age of  

PMI's investigators is 40.7 years of age, which is older than  

Mr. Heslep was when he was terminated as an investigator. 

 6.  Statistically, PMI investigators that were Mr. Heslep's 

age or older, are more likely to keep their jobs than those 
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younger than Mr. Heslep.  There is no statistical evidence 

indicating that PMI discriminated against employees based upon 

age. 

   7.  The fact that Mr. Heslep was hired only two weeks 

before his 38th birthday indicates that his termination when he 

was only 39 years of age by PMI was not discrimination based 

upon age.  The younger employee that was hired the same day that 

Mr. Heslep was terminated as an investigator, was scheduled to 

begin working for PMI as an investigator, regardless of whether  

Mr. Heslep remained an investigator or not.  Mr. Heslep was thus 

not replaced by a younger employee. 

 8.  There were no employment decisions made by PMI that 

would indicate a pattern of discrimination based on age.  There 

was no mention of Mr. Heslep's age by Mr. Heslep, anyone 

representing him or anyone at PMI, when he was hired, while he 

was employed, when he was terminated, at his unemployment 

compensation hearings or at any other time prior to filing of 

the complaint of employment discrimination leading to this 

proceeding.  There is no direct evidence of discrimination 

against the Petitioner or any other employee at PMI based on 

age. 

 9.  PMI has made special efforts to recruit and hire 

investigators that were significantly older than the Petitioner, 

both before and after the Petitioner was employed by PMI. 
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 10.  The Petitioner was unable to drive a company vehicle, 

unlike other PMI investigators, because PMI's insurer would not 

allow someone convicted of DUI to drive a company vehicle.      

Mr. Heslep's DUI conviction was significant since he would 

frequently be late or miss work entirely because of mechanical 

problems attendant to using his personal vehicle.  He was 

routinely late for work and routinely left work early to meet 

his children after school. 

 11.  Mr. Heslep was often absent from work without 

permission for extended periods of time.  He sometimes would not 

answer his company telephone to avoid contact with his employer.  

His unexcused absenteeism from work had a negative impact on his 

performance at work.  He was told before he was hired that the 

job of investigator was "results oriented," meaning that his 

level of performance was based on the amount of video 

surveillance tape he produced.  He production of video 

surveillance tape fell far below what was expected of PMI 

investigators. 

 12.  Mr. Heslep was warned by his supervisor on a number of 

occasions that he was not producing enough video surveillance 

tape.  He acknowledged that he was not producing enough video 

surveillance tape, but still failed to perform the job he was 

hired to do and was being paid to perform. 
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 13.  Because of his sub-standard work performance, PMI's 

Vice President of Human Relations, Willie Farrow, attempted to 

re-assign the Petitioner.  Since the Petitioner had a propensity 

to arrive to work late or to leave work early, Mr. Farrow felt a 

position within the PMI organization where Mr. Heslep could be 

more closely supervised would be more appropriate.  The 

investigative position he was in allowed employees to work 

without supervision.  Mr. Heslep refused this position 

assignment however. 

 14.  The decision to assign Mr. Heslep to a new position 

within the PMI organization had nothing to do with the fact that 

he was 39 years of age.  The decision was based purely on PMI's 

supervisory personnels observation, a good faith belief that   

Mr. Heslep's work performance was sub-standard and because of 

the multiple, extended periods of unexcused absenteeism.  There 

is no evidence which would suggest that the decision was based 

upon Mr. Heslep's age.  When Mr. Heslep refused the new position 

he was terminated.    

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 15.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has 

jurisdiction of the subject matter of and the parties to this 

proceeding.  Sections 120.57(1) and 120.569, Florida Statutes. 

 16.  Assuming arguendo that the Petitioner had adduced 

evidence of a prima facie case, which he did not, because he 
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failed to appear at the hearing, the Respondent would have the 

burden to establish a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for 

removing the Petitioner from his position as investigator.  See 

Lawrence Zaben v. Air Products Chemical, Inc., 129 F.3d 1453, at 

1457 (11 Circuit 1997), Clark v. Coates and Clark, Inc., 990 

F.2d 1217, at 1227 (11 Circuit 1993). 

 17.  An employer's good faith belief that an employee's 

work is sub-standard is a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason 

for removing the employee or terminating the employee.  Clark      

990 F.2d at 1228, Young v. General Foods, Corp., 840 F.2d 825 at 

830, (11 Circuit 1988). 

 18.  The Petitioner's superiors and supervisors at PMI had 

a good faith belief that the Petitioner's work performance was 

sub-standard for a variety of reasons, delineated in the above 

findings of facts.  PMI therefore established a legitimate,  

non-discriminatory reason for terminating the Petitioner from 

his position as an investigator. 

 19.  Once an employer in a discrimination case articulates 

a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the adverse 

employment decision, the burden is then placed on the Petitioner 

to introduce "significantly probative evidence showing that the 

asserted reason is merely a pretext for discrimination."  Clark 

990 F.2d at 1228. 
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 20.  The Petitioner presented no direct, circumstantial or 

statistical evidence, patterns or facts, nor could any facts be 

gleaned from PMI's evidence, that would in any way suggest that 

the Petitioner suffered an adverse employment decision because 

of his age.  The Petitioner failed to appear and thus wholly 

failed to introduce any evidence of a prima facie case, and no 

evidence which would show that the employer's asserted reason 

for removing him as an investigator was merely pretextual and 

that the employer had really discriminated against him based on 

his age.  There is simply no evidence whatever to show that the 

Petitioner's age was any motivating factor at all in the 

employment decision at issue. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Having considered the foregoing Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, the evidence of record, the candor and 

demeanor of the witnesses, and the pleadings and arguments of 

the parties, it is, therefore, 

RECOMMENDED: 

That a Final Order be entered by the Florida Commission on 

Human Relations dismissing the Petition for Relief in its 

entirety. 
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DONE AND ENTERED this 3rd day of April, 2003, in 

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. 

 
___________________________________ 
P. MICHAEL RUFF 
Administrative Law Judge 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
The DeSoto Building 
1230 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399-3060 
(850) 488-9675   SUNCOM 278-9675 
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847 
www.doah.state.fl.us 
 

                           Filed with the Clerk of the 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
this 3rd day of April, 2003. 

 
 

ENDNOTE 
 
1.  Mr. Heslep has offered no justification for failure to 
appear at hearing.  Notice was sent to his last known address. 
On the day before issuance of this Recommended Order he advised 
that he wanted to respond to the Proposed Recommended Order 
submitted by the Respondent and produce evidence.  However, it 
is inappropriate to re-open the proceedings to do so.  This 
would amount to a denial of fundamental fairness and due process 
of law to the Respondent.  The Petitioner has not made any 
comment or communication regarding justification for failure to 
appear at the hearing, which was the place and time for him to 
put on his evidence. 
 
 
COPIES FURNISHED: 
 
Michael William Mead, Jr., Esquire 
Post Office Box 1329 
Fort Walton Beach, Florida  32549 
 
Mr. Perry Heslep 
190 Miramar Street 
Mary Esther, Florida  32569 
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Cecil Howard, General Counsel 
Florida Commission on Human Relations 
2009 Apalachee Parkway 
Suite 100 
Tallahassee, Florida  32301 
 
Denise Crawford, Agency Clerk 
Florida Commission on Human Relations 
20009 Apalachee Parkway 
Suite 100 
Tallahassee, Florida  32301 
 
 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 
 
All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within 
15 days from the date of this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions 
to this Recommended Order should be filed with the agency that 
will issue the final order in this case.  
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